Where Manufacturers Find Solutions

What is MEP?
n Ohio is a state with a history of manufacturing
that continues today. From automotive to advance
materials, the scene in Ohio Manufacturing is more
diverse than past years. The Ohio Manufacturing
Extension Partnership (Ohio MEP) works to maintain
the industry by providing their services and
assistance to companies committed to the growth
of Ohio manufacturers.

Regional Partners
LEAN Consortium
at
Advanced Manufacturing
Training Center
The University of Toledo
Scott Park Campus
200 West Scott Park Drive
Toledo, OH 43606
419.267.1493

West Central Ohio
Manufacturing Consortium
at

4240 Campus Drive
Lima, OH 45804
419.995.8320

Regional Center

Vision:
A network that aims to strengthen northwest
Ohio’s manufacturing industry by delivering
solutions that accelerate effective and powerful
innovations, training, and resources that drives
economic growth and creates jobs.

Mission:
To act as a facilitator to promote the growth
of northwest Ohio businesses and link
manufacturers to resources vital for increasing
effectiveness and productivity.

n The Ohio Manufacturing Extension Partnership
(MEP) in northwest Ohio is a regional initiative
that provides assistance and training to help
manufacturers grow, improve their manufacturing
and business strategies and processes, adopt
advanced technologies, increase productivity,
reduce costs and improve competitiveness.

Objectives:
n Ohio MEP’s objectives to balance market penetration
and the creation of economic impact by:
– Providing strategies for top line growth
– Delivering Lean manufacturing solutions
designed to save time and money while
increasing customer satisfaction
– Providing energy and environmental
management services to address needs of
manufacturers with high energy costs and
impact industry sustainability goals
– Deliver workforce training support to supply
the labor to carry the industry into the future

Manufacturing Matters in Northwest Ohio
The Ohio MEP Network coordinator for the
northwest Ohio region and statewide resource
for food and agricultural advancement.

Regional MEP Office
567.225.3302
info@northwestohiomep.org

u 60% of U.S. and Canada population
is within 600 miles of Ohio

u Ohio exports now exceed $48 billion
a year and continues to grow

Beginning of
Next Generation
Strategies
The MEP has created a framework of
resources available to manufacturers
who want to develop and sustain a
competitive edge. These strategies
will aid manufacturers in addressing
areas of improvement to grow their
profits within the global marketplace.

u Ohio ranks 3rd in U.S. manufacturing
— leading all Midwest states

u Northwest Ohio has easy access to
markets, partners and customers
through air, road, rail and water ports

Continuous
Improvement

Statistics/Impacts:

Improving methods by creating a smarter
working environment helps minimize waste
throughout various areas of a company. The
MEP program has a reputation for providing

PLAN

DO

ACT

CHECK

quality services to enhance company
efficiency. Continuous Improvement helps to
restructure workflow which saves time and
money, allowing manufacturers to reduce their
wasted time and effort. Ohio MEP can provide
their services as an approach to implement

• CI follows a “Plan-do-check-act” cycle
– Define the problem, define the current
situation, visualize the ideal situation,
define measurement targets
• 61% of manufacturers have established
or plan to establish continuous improvement/
lean manufacturing
• 53% of manufacturers have established or plan to
establish cross-functional teams that enable line
of business, IT, engineering, and manufacturing
personnel to collaborate
• 73% of manufacturers have implemented or plan
to implement some type(s) of formal process
improvement program
• 66% of manufacturing executives pegged
a top strategic objective as ensuring
consistent quality
• Innovation in the business process and in
physical operations is where process engineers are
implementing new solutions to streamline activities
*Source: LNS Research (2014)

concepts of LEAN manufacturing across all
levels of a company.

Continuous Improvement (CI) Services:
• LEAN

• ISO Quality 17025

• Statistical Process Control

• Six Sigma

• ISO Food Safety 22001

• Root Cause Analysis

• Kaizen

• OHSAS 18001

• Value Stream Mapping

• ISO Quality 9001

• 5s

• Succession Planning

• ISO Quality AS 9101

• Set Up reduction

• Business Planning

• ISO Quality TL 9001

• Kanban

• Family Business Coaching

• ISO Quality 13485

• Lean Enterprise

Success Story:
“The program was a much-needed
resource to help elevate our company
to meet the needs of the workload.”
– Verhoff Machine & Welding
The implementation of LEAN Manufacturing
for Verhoff Machine & Welding is projected to
save $58,000 a year with a potential revenue of
$13,000,000 on an annual basis.

Supply Chain
Development

Statistics/Impact:
• Companies with mature (maturity levels III & IV)
supply chain and risk management processes are
more resilient to disruptions than companies with
immature (maturity levels I & II) processes. The
more mature companies suffer lower impact and
enjoy faster recovery.
• Companies that recognize supply chain as a
strategic quality attain 70% higher performance.*

Manufacturers need to work efficiently and effectively within
the global market. To help improve quality and profitability

*Source: PwC

of each company, Supply Chain Development is used to allow

Highlighted Resource:

suppliers to understand the needs of an industry, market

Services:

demands and improvements necessary to stay competitive

• Supplier Training

in the ever changing economy. Ohio MEP will work to develop
services useful to put suppliers in the best position to
succeed in the current and future supply chains.

MANUFACTURER

REGIONAL
MEP
CENTER

• Supplier Development
• Quality Standards Training
• Technical Assistance
• Technology Implementation

SOLUTIONS
NETWORK

• Community Colleges
• SBDC
• Universities
• Regional
Organizations
• MEP Network
• MTSBDC

Mitsubishi Electric Training Center
• Rhodes State College, in partnership with Mitsubishi
Electric Automation, Inc., is Ohio’s only Mitsubishi
Electric Training Center, providing training for GX
Works2 PLC Basics, GX Works2 Programming and
GOT 1000 and GT Works3. The state-of-the-art
facility includes cutting edge training equipment
including Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC’s)
and Human Machine Interface (HMI). Instructors are
fully trained and certified by Mitsubishi Electric.

Integrated Systems Program
• This industry-driven, competency-based program
includes curricula and hands-on lab training in
the high-demand area of advanced manufacturing
technology. Incumbent workers and traditional
students learn about maintenance and troubleshooting through online courses and applying that
knowledge at Rhodes State’s new integrated systems training facility. The training system simulates
troubleshooting scenarios involving programmable
logic controllers, ladder logic, interpreting diagnostic
indicators, HMI screens, and identifying equipment
and devices related to electrical, pneumatic and
hydraulic technologies.

Workforce
Development
Workforce Development
Services:
• Training Within industry (TWI)
• Manufacturing Certifications
• Individual Training Certifications

A well developed and skilled workforce that covers all levels of an organization is a crucial

• CNC Training Welding Training

element in the growth of a manufacturer. Ohio MEP has developed training efforts and

• AutoCAD Training

assistance tailored to the specific needs of smaller manufacturers. With work from

• Customized Training

partnerships, companies will have access to information relating to business goals,

• Training Curriculum Development

employee training, recruitment techniques and workforce development skills.

Statistics/Impacts:
• Ohio’s labor pool of 5.9 million workers is among
the largest in the United States, with 773,000
manufacturing workers supporting its $89.3 billion
state sector of the economy.*
• Ohio is home to world-class public and private
research institutions, ranking second in the U.S. in
total research funding for materials engineering
and fifth in specialty chemicals research.*
*Source: NORED

Highlighted Resource:

• Rhodes State College, through the Workforce, Economic Development and
Continuing Education Division, provides training courses for individuals,
businesses and outside organizations. The employee training programs have
helped individuals and businesses develop their skills for the workplace and
allow organizations to reach their desired goals.
• Additional local resource providers can be found through the Ohio MEP
network. Examples of these include:
– Owens Community College (growth coaching)
– Vantage Career Center (electrical trades and transportation supervisor)
– Apollo Career Center (certifications)
– West Central Ohio Workforce Development Initiative
– Penta Career Center
– Terra State Community College
– Advanced Manufacturing Training Center
The University of Toledo, Scott Park Campus
– Northwest State Community College

Northwest Ohio Region Workforce*

*Source: Michael Carroll, Ph.D.

Sustainability

There are companies who find themselves consistently in the news for their positive contributions and
environmental awareness. Other companies are receiving attention for the undesirable impacts being
applied to the environment. These are the companies that feel the pressure from clients, employees
and industry to make a positive change. The Ohio MEP can provide manufacturers with steps to create
a sustainable organization that can lead to new business opportunities as they adapt. The MEP program
assists in helping minimize employee risks, improving environmental management systems and
developing tactics to work toward environmental regulations, all of which can help create solutions
that best fit the companies’ needs.

Sustainability
Services:
• ISO 14001

ENVIRONMENTAL

• ISO 50001

(Planet)

• E3 (Energy, Environment,
Economy)
• Energy Assessments
• Carbon Footprint Mapping

ECONOMIC

• Energy Management Training

(Profit)

SOCIAL
(People)

• EPA Compliance
• Energy Compliance

All Services are Provided Through Training Courses and
Coaching from Our Partners

Statistics/Impact:

Highlighted Resource:

• Clean technologies are already the
third largest sector for joint venture
capital after information and
biotechnology in the United States
• Based in Maumee, Ohio with six U.S. offices,
Matrix Technologies is a versatile, platformindependent, full-service resource for process design,
automation and information system engineering.
• Additional local resource providers have been
identified to compliment this strategy and can be
provided through the Ohio MEP network.
Examples of these include:
– University of Toledo (environmental engineering)
– Pollution Prevention (P2) Program
– Owens Community College
(product design and development;
commercialization management)
– Quasar Energy Group
(waste to energy technology)
– The jdi group, Inc. (in-house design services)

Success Story:
“We had been considering this project, but
once we learned support was available, it was
an easy decision to begin this study. We now
have a good basis for requesting capital project
money to go forward with this project...CIFT’s
team was great to work with and made the
process easy for us to navigate.”
– Cory Gonya, Environmental Engineer, Nutrien
A program administered through CIFT and Ohio MEP and
implemented by the jdi group, Inc. of Maumee, Ohio indicated
that installing a Variable Frequency Drive for a 300 horsepower
boiler draft fan would result in an annual cost savings of
$85,848 for Nutrien based on a rate of 7 cents per kilowatt
hour. The results provided the efficiency improvement and
cost information needed for Nutrien to request capital project
money and ultimately proceed with the project.

Technology
Acceleration

Statistics/Impacts:
Fast-tracking opportunities to control and embrace new technology are keys to long-term business growth and
productivity for manufacturers. The Ohio MEP will assist in connecting manufacturers with technology opportunities
and solutions that are needed to develop and compete in the current marketplace. By providing a variety of

• Additive manufacturing, or three-dimensional (3D)
printing, allows products to be made from a digital
model. It can lead to shorter lead times, mass
customization and lower life-cycle energy use.*
*Source: Advanced Manufacturing Portal

product development and commercialization assistance, the MEP is able to help manufacturers move new
product opportunities into production and out into the marketplace quickly.

Additive
Manufacturing
(3-D Printing)
•
•
•
•
•

We Connect Our Manufacturers
With Technology Sources To Create:

Low Entry Cost
Convenience
Less Inventory Required
Product Customization • Short Prep Times
• Less Waste
Reduce or Eliminate
Tooling Costs
• Increase in Innovation

Cybersecurity
Computer security is an important priority as threats become
more prominent across cyberspace. Ohio MEP is working to provide
assistance to protect data for companies across our region.

Technology Acceleration Services:
• Connecting manufacturer • Supplier Scouting
technology needs with
• Product Development
laboratory resources
and Commercialization
• Technology Scouting
Assistance

Highlighted Resource:

• CIFT helps clients with emerging technologies,
industry best practices and novel business
approaches. These services are designed to
enhance the economic performance of the food
processing and agricultural sectors and create
new jobs within the industry. Through
demonstrations of technologies and novel
business approaches, companies are able to
improve their competitive position.
• Additional local resource providers have been
identified to compliment this strategy and
can be provided through the Ohio MEP network
Examples of these include:
– Access to researchers at the
USDA Agricultural Research Service
– Rockwell Automation (innovations in sensors
and industrial automation)
– The jdi Group
– Matrix Technologies

Growth Services

Profitable business growth and being competitive has become a main focus for MEP Centers.
The Centers provide existing services and developing new strategies that relate to the initial Next
Generation Strategies to give manufacturers the competitive edge they need to succeed. The provided
services offer a depth of information focusing on identifying growth for current and future clients,
developing new products, entering new markets and creating new business models.

Growth Services:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Product Design and Development
Commercialization Management
LEAN Product Development
Growth Coaching
Tech Transfer
Testing and Validation
Innovation Engineering
ExporTech

Foreign Trade Zone #151
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Defer, reduce or eliminate certain duties
Relief from inverted tariffs
Duty exemption on re-exports
Duty elimination on waste, scrap and yield loss
Weekly entry savings
Improved compliance, inventory tracking quality control
Indefinite storage
Waived Customs duties on zone-to-zone transfers

Other Services
• ERP / MRP
• Robotics
• Automation

• Cost Modeling
• Engineering
• Design Work

Innovation Engineering:
• A specialized initiative with locally trained
facilitators is Innovation Engineering. This process
transforms innovation from a random event
into a reliable system for profitable growth. It is
accomplished by creating a culture of continuous
innovation within organizations that delivers
increased success (up to 6x) and decreased risk by
30 to 80% of new concepts.
• Companies using the techniques have created and
defined over $4.1 billion worth of ideas for their
innovation pipelines.
• Innovation Engineering companies are realizing a
250% improvement in the success of ideas that
are put into development, in turn saving significant
time, energy and money.
• Manufacturing accounts for 95.1% of Ohio’s exports.

Highlighted Resources:
MEP Program Provides Cost-Share
for High School Interns
• MEP promotes work-based learning experience
to high school students through its internship
reimbursement program. Each year, MEP pays
50 percent of a high school student’s wages
in advanced-skilled manufacturing jobs. MEP
provides guidelines to employ high school
students who are under age-18. Paperwork in this
program is minimal while high school students
earn valuable work experience. At the end of the
student’s high school enrollment, the participating
manufacturer may have a full-time employee
who understands the manufacturer’s equipment,
system and culture.

5555 Airport Highway | Suite 100
Toledo, OH 43615-7320

4240 Campus Drive | Lima, OH 45804

Benefits to
Manufacturers:
• Consortiums
• Resource catalog
• Training initiatives

The Ohio MEP program has been working with state manufacturers
since 2004. The program is divided into regional offices throughout
the state that specialize in non-profits to provide business and
technical assistance to small and medium sized companies.

Regional Offices:
• MAGNET (Cleveland) — Northeast Ohio
• TechSolve (Cincinnati) — Southwest Ohio
• CIFT (Toledo) — Northwest Ohio
• PolymerOhio (Columbus) — Central Ohio
• FastLane (Dayton) — Western Ohio

• Low-cost business and
technical assistance
• Increase productivity, growth
and global competitiveness

Local manufacturing consortiums
for expanded networking and
benchmarking opportunities include:

The Advanced Manufacturing Consortium (AMC) at Northwest
State Community College advances northwest Ohio
manufacturing by connecting small to mid-size manufacturers
in northwest Ohio to public-private resources in the northwest
Ohio region, the state of Ohio, and the Manufacturing Extension
Partnership (MEP) network. The mission of the AMC is to
assist manufacturers in creating and retaining jobs, increasing
profits, and saving time and money by providing innovative
solutions and forming connections to key stakeholders and
resources in the manufacturing ecosystem.
To connect AMC at Northwest State Community College,
visit ConnectWithAMC.com or call 419.267.1219.

Discover the resources today
that will enhance your
manufacturing business.

Regional MEP Office
567.225.3302
info@northwestohiomep.org
©2018 CIFT

The West Central Ohio Manufacturing Consortium (WCOMC) is a
group of manufacturers dedicated to improving the manufacturing
workforce in the West Central Ohio region. The group has worked
closely with many local educational institutions to develop a
Manufacturing Pathways Certification Program that prepares
workers for the high-tech positions required in today’s modern
manufacturing workplace. The program prepares participants
to be highly productive workers, utilizing their skills to produce
quality products for the consortium members’ customers.
WCOMC holds quarterly steering committee and semiannual
full board meetings where members address manufacturers’
workforce training needs.
Membership to the WCOMC has benefits, including access to
various training programs and equipment at Rhodes State College.
Members also qualify for discounts to various training programs
from Rhodes State.
Contact 419.995.8353 or visit wcomfg.com to learn more.

